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 AKRSP OBSERVER 
 
The Press and the Nation rise, fall and screw the masses together: 
 
Subject:  Special Report The Fiasco at Phander. 
 
Off-site Reporter: Zahir Mohamed Meghji 
 
Sources: Unreliable but supposedly informed. 
 
 
The fiasco at Phander had raised the vocal tempo at AKRSP and set it rolling to great lengths of imagination. 
It was truly the talk of the town and it stirred the Gilgities an otherwise a colourless lot restricted to having mall 
par;tie with few women and without light with conversation centering on whether the KKH is open to transport. 
But the fiasco changed all that and raised passions, to great heights - there were stories of bravery, of 
comradeship and at times there were tears (they flowed without control at AKF) and some joy (apparently at 
Chilas). 
What really happened will perhaps never be known (thats bad news for CAA) but then full fledged crashes or 
a semi-crash mystery as in this case are good material for non-fiction novels and hollywood style movies. 
Karim Jan got the first crack at it in his low-budget movie of the fallen chopper entitled "The Silent Rage", 
which was a desperate attempt almost to a point of being nostalgic to revive the glory of the silent era in 
movies before the talkies stole the show. The premier audience was the Monthly Review Workshop and many 
had lumps in their throats. The feature apparently had no Valentine. But the survivors are destined to be 
heroes, as one observer commented - "it was their finest hour". Our reporter went to a task of interviewing the 
heroes and sifting through stories in circulation. Slowly, bit by bit facts were collected separated from fiction to 
present the following report on the heroes: 
Seconds before the heli landed-cum-crashed on the snow field, HWK felt an alarm ringing in his head - a 
warning of an impending misfortune. This is his sixth sense or extra sensory perception (works just like 
AWAC). After some time all engineers at AKRSP lay claim to this phenomenal system - they are always quick 
to warn that the PPI estimate is an underestimate half way through a project. Actually, when the heli was 
faltering with Major Mirza in cold seat (at this stage HWKs early warning system was going haywire), the 
General Manager decided to set an olympic record for "free style" aircraft jumped which is awarded 
posthumously. The GM let loose his seat belt and opened the side door of the chopper to leap out but the iced 
waters of the Phander lake below looked uninviting. Also fortunately, freezing water swimming was not a part 
of the curriculum for CSP training during the early heyday of Pakistan. At that stage the heli tilted towards the 
other side and since the GM was not wearing his safety belt we don't have to tell you what happened. Nopel 
he did not fall out of the open door, remember the heli tilted the other way. Correct! he came crashing down 
on some poor block (the victims anonymity is protected for several reasons best known to the GM). 
Apparently there were no injuries reported officially. But the co-pilot a "Phorenar" upon landing had decided to 
Karate chop his way out of his trapped position. His target was the heli windshield. He let out a blood curling 
scream (thats how Kung Fo goes) and a violent punch towards the windshield in defiance of Newtons law that 
for every action there is and equal and opposite reaction. The sound of smashing glasses was followed by 
another scream - this one was painful and Newton was verified. AKRSP reports to outside world mention only 
of scratch injuries to the co-pilot. 
NAM had actually climbed into the crashed heli to retrieve the GM's spectacles. Little wonder NAM received 
the GM's highest appreciation and was quickly promoted to his all powerful and highly vocal Secretariat. It is a 
fact however that NAM actually insisted to have a photograph taken of him standing on top of the fallen 
chopper. (This photograph is now exhibit No. 1 at AKRSP bill board). He is known to be reading a lot of 
Afghan Mujahidin stuff in news magazines lately. This is verified by the fact that he has been observed to 
intercepting Nizar Mecklai's weekly Time Magazine from his pigeon box and Mecklai is known to be writing 



threatening letters with a tone of 'I will cancel the subscription on grounds of poor delivery" to the newsagents. 
NAM dismisses all these allegations as scandalous. He insists that its all back biting - price one pays for 
promotion. And in any case his journalistic interests (according to him) are strictly restricted to Wall Street 
news and occasionally Penthouse (an explosive combination). 
Talking of explosions, the greatest hero (and there is a general consensus on this) emerging out of this semi-
crash was Dr. Alnasir Babul locally known as "The Inseminator". Fearing and explosion, he bit, kicked and 
punched his way out of the fallen heli and leaped onto the snow field - and began crawling on all fours away 
from the wreckage to the amazement or rather amusement of the villagers standing nearby. One thins is 
certain, seeing the inseminator on all fours, no villager in Phander will ever doubt his credentials as a livestock 
expert. The GM said the reflex was natural - Babul had ben watching too many war movies lately. 
Nevertheless it was unanimously agreed that Babul should be awarded a medal. The AKRSP BOD however 
were adamant, one member pointed out that the Articles of Memorandums had no stipulation for this act. 
Others mentioned that it would set a dangerous precedent and they all reiterated gleefully that there was no 
budget in anycase. What spoilsports! they even turned down an option of a medal made out of stainless steel. 
"Its the curse of the bulls" was Babuls response to BOD decision. May be, lodgers near Babuls room at 
AKRSP hilton admit that he is lately having terrible nightmares. 
GM is known to have indicated to his close aides that NAM is actually an "accident hazard". Just before the 
heli crash, they had a hair rasing escape from an avalanche. NAM has let the wind out that it is actually the 
other way found and it has had a devastating effect - nobody is willing any more to go along with the GM to 
field visits.According to our unconfirmed but reliable and flexible sources, the Chitral District Programme 
Officer Feroz Shah was actually wearing St. Michaels bathroom slippers ad proudly stepped onto the snow 
field after the semi crash. There are several stories to this effect. One that Feroz Shah was in a hurry and 
forgot to put better footwear. Others claim that Feroz Shah was actually pulling a promotional stand on behalf 
of St. Michaels - to prove that St. Michaels were the best all year round footwear for high mountain valleys.d 
According to another source, he was merely trying to prove that Pathans are immune to frostbite. Our guess 
is as good as yours. Feroz Shah could not be contacted to either deny or verify either of these stories - he is 
reported to be still in a state of freezing shock. 
At the crash site, morale was high among the entourage, judged by the fact that as they slowly trudged from 
the crash site led by the GM towards the nearest village, villagers around could bear them singing in high 
pitch something of the following sort: 
 
  Helis may come 
  and helis may go 
  But we at AKRSP 
  are men of rate 
  and shall continue to challenge 
  Where only the eagles dare. 
 
Major Mirza, last man in the entourage was seen providing the drumming beat from a makeshift drum - a 
metal piece - what once was a decent part of a rotor blade. 
Despite Major Mirza's bang bang and clang clang, he was the most dejected figure to emerge from this whole 
episode. Male friends of his claim that since the incident, he is no more a man he used to be,d women friends 
however claim to the contrary. Whatever may be the case, one thing is certain the major has reduced himself 
to all sorts of sentimentalities. He was recently viewing "Gone with the wind" was found it simply 
incomprehensible on the part of Clark Gable to say the vivacious Vivian Leigh - "Frankly speaking I don't give 
a damn". According to the Major, a woman like a heli, can only be once in a person's life - a first and a last 
love. He actually wept buckets. 
The fiasco at Phander will be immortalized in AKRSP history like Hanuchal, Soust and Artificial Insemination. 
Long after the AKRSP office rooms and corridors are silent, and there is much grain that mother earthy 
yieldth, and bunds protecting wild rivers and rich pastures dotted with new livestock breed and walled 
nurseries; days when Bob Shaw is and eccentric intellectual-cum-director of a multipurpose development 
corporation, and Major Mirza running a successful business of "flying coaches", and world class models 
posing nude at Karim Jan's`Studio - now a 10 storey building located at the heart of downtown Gilgit, the 
fiasco will continue to invoke all sorts of passions. 



 


